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In-depth Compiler Technical Experience
Members come from Google, MediaTek, HTC, Andes and Yahoo

Started up since Nov. 2013
團隊人數 40人貓數 2 貓
台北/新竹三辦公室

(東京我們來了！)

簡報者
簡報註解
Let’s start from the big picture. The biggest issue in computer science is sustaining growth in computer performance.This two figures illustrate this issue. The left figure shows performance growth of the integer part of a process. The right figure shows the floating point part. The horizontal axis is the year, and the vertical axis is the performance. Every points represent the performance of a processor.



run ONNX on every device

CPU GPU DSP DLA
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Ratio (origin runtime memory consumption/ new memory consumption)

 ONNC reuses local memory and save runtime memory consumption by life range 
analysis of tensors

 The runtime memory consumption includes inputs, outputs and weights

Experimental environment

Ubuntu Linux 16.04

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 
CPU @ 3.60GHz

32G RAM



Others

Pass manager None. Simple linked listprocess control



traditional compiler
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Innate Iterative Compilation



CPU GPU DSP DLA

Target on Heterogeneous Architecture

traditional compiler
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physical feature 
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flexible effective



ONNC supports various target devices

 Use LLVM-like triple to select compiler target backend
– compiler
– loader
– calibration

 Every Target instance represents a target device
– contains cost model
– contains target-dependent passes

 Target instance registers target-dependent passes into PassManager
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select target
with quadruple

register
target-dependent 

passesDriver Pass Manager

NVDLA BITMAIN X86_64 TensorSel MemAlloc CodeEmit

cost models lowering IR / optimizations

Target



Connect to both
LLVM and ASIC

No porting effort for LLVM compiler
Support complex ASIC design

https://onnc.ai



Commercial support : move forward fast on AI

 Skymizer helps customer to save 84% man-hours in previous DLA 
projects and speed up their design cycle from years to 9 months

 Our work includes consultancy, DLA compiler development, board 
support package (BSP) maintenance, hosting and training.

Critical goal  – 10 years online

ONNC product online

Skymizer

Critical goal - 9 months

W/O Skymizer

With
Skymizer service



for porters

for developers

for testers

Projects reside in
https://repo.onnc.ai

The Regression project

The Umbrella project

https://onnc.ai



https://onnc.ai

Current Status

0.9.1

1.0.0

Next release

often release; fast Iterate
(3~4 weeks a release interval)



https://onnc.ai

Give me food and 

Stars, please

https://repo.onnc.ai
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